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DRAFT
Course title: Paris during the German 
Occupation and its places of [non-]Memory

¡ How can students of French, from a US 
university, understand a past neither of us 
lived and which happened in a city some of 
them have never been to in the first place?

¡ How to reduce the spatial, temporal and 
therefore psychological distance separating
our students from the subject?



COLLABORATIONS
TECHNOLOGY

Omeka + Neatline



BLUEPRINTS
The map History geo-
locates key historical 
places:

¡ Monuments

¡ Places occupied by the 
Germans

¡ Places occupied by the 
French collaborators and 
the French 
collaborationnists

¡ Places linked to the 
antisemitic policy

HISTORICAL MAP



Each historical pin comes with 

¡ a description of the place before the war, during the war, 
right after the war and now

¡ a picture

as well as, when possible, 

¡ excerpts from selected memoirs written by French, German and 
American witnesses,

¡ contemporary press articles in which the place or a person 
connected to it is mentioned

¡ contemporary videos from the French national archives 

Custom buttons were created in order to visually identify the 
different categories of places.



BLUEPRINTS
The map Memory geo-locates 
places linked to selected 
witnesses 

¡ who vanished during the war

¡ Whose parents died in 
deportation and became 
writers identified as Post-
Memory writers 

Three little stars identify 
these places to recall the 
image of a constellation and 
the idea of interconnection 
between national and personal, 
then and now, here and there.

MEMORY MAP



PALIMPSEST



TESTIMONIES
The exhibit Oral History 
presents selected Parisian 
witnesses. 

Each witness has a page with: 

¡ Biography

¡ VHA recording

¡ Transcription

¡ List of Parisian places 
mentioned

Students in charge of mapping 
a witness’s narrative

USC SHOAH FOUNDATION

Visual History Archives



WITNESSING

While in Paris, students will

¡ Go to the places mentioned 
in the testimony of the 
witness they chose

¡ Take pictures of the places 
and add them onto the map

¡ Make a virtual reality 
movie, retracing the steps 
of the witness in occupied 
Paris

RETRACING HISTORY



CONNECTIONS 
VIRTUAL REALITY

Photo by Peter Decherney

§ PennImmersive
context

§ Providing a 
pedagogical model 
for other humanities 
courses

§ Fall 2019: Teach 
students to use 360°
cameras

§ Spring 2020: Develop 
app for Oculus Go

https://omnia.sas.upenn.edu/story/penn-kenya-video


CONCLUSION
¡ Omeka site and Neatline maps act as 
palimpsest and X-rays

à Faded WWII Paris conjured up against 
the backdrop of today’s Paris

à Interstice into the fabric of time and 
space sheds light onto those dark hours 

à Weaving connections between there and
here, then and today, them and us



¡ And might it not be, continued Austerlitz, 
that we also have appointments to keep in 
the past, in what has gone before and is 
for the most part extinguished, and must go 
there in search of places and people who 
have some connection with us on the far 
side of time, so to speak?

W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (2002)


